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The development of the experimental equipment makes it po~sible to ob

tain detailed infor~ation on the structure ~flow-lying states' in hea~y nU:~lei. 
The ( e,e') experiments performed at mKHEF [1] and MIT [2,3]·all~wed one to 

extract the transition densities ofn~t only the first 2+ state but ofm~y others 

with different J" from the energy range E., = 0 - 3 MeV. The comparison 

of experimentally extracted transition densities o(the first three,2+ states in 
142 N d with the theoretically calCulated ones (within the Quasiparticle-phonon 

model (QPM) [4]) has shown a good agreement ofthetheory.with the exper-
, ' '· 

iment [5]. 

Recently, the QPM has been extended for even-even spherical nudei in a . 

way to take into account three~phonon terms in the exdted~tate wave function 

[6,7]. In this paper, we aim to investigate the influence of the three-phonon/ 

terms on the properties of low:-lying states. To . achieve this we will make 
.' .. , . . " .t 

a comparison between the results obtained in the QPM with and without 

three-phonon components taken into account~ 

We take the QPM Hamiltonian in the form: 

H = H •. p.'+ Hpair + H,.e •. int. '· (1) 
.. '":,' 

where H,.p. accounts for the average field and is taken in the form of the. 
I ' : .-. , ,• ' I <' • • 

Wo,ods-_Saxon potential; Hpa;,. accounts for the monopole pairing; H,.e •. int. is 
' ! ·- • ,·. ·• l .•• 

a multipole-multipole separable interaction. The general QPM Hamiltonian 
. " _; . . . ~ . ' 

can_be found in Refs.[4]. 
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The excited state wave function is taken to be 

{~ + ~ >.'i' [ + + ] Wv(JM) = ~Ri(Jv)QJMi + >.f;:i' p>.i (Jv) Q>.,_.iQ>.',.'i' JM 

·~ ~ >.iA' i' ( ) [ [ + + ] + ] } + ~ ~ TI >."i" Jv Q>.pil:l>.•,.•i• Ik Q>.",."i" ..Pg.•. ' 
>.i >.'i' I >."i" Jlof 

(2) 

where Qt,.i denotes the ith RPA phonon with momentum ~ and projection p., · 

..p g .•• is the. wiwe function of the gro_und state treated here as a phonon vacuum. 
. ' 

[ .. . ];M denotes momentum coupling, and R; P, T are uriknown coefficients. 

The normalization condition for (2) reads [6]: 

< Wv(JM) I..Pv(JM) >= L[Ri(Jv)]2 +2 L [PfT(Jv)t KI(~i~'i') 
i >.i .).'i' 

. + 6 L L [TF1 i1 ~~~~(Jv)r cf(~tit~ ~2i2, ~3ia) = 1' 
>.tit >.2i2 I .).3i3 . 

(3) 

where 

KI(~i~'i') = 1+ ~K1(~'i' ~i I ~i~'i') 

and 

cf(~til> ~2i2; ~aia) = 1 + ~KI(~2i2 ~lit I ~tit ~2i2) 

+!KI(~2i2 ~tit I ~tit ~2i2) L U(~t~2J~a;1, I')KI'(~aia ~2i: I X2i2 ~aia). 
2 p 

·Here U(~1~2 J~3 ; I, I') denotes the Racah coefficient. Since in <?ur approach 

the phonon operators are not ideal bosons, we have to take into account the 

Pauli principle violation. The method has been developed in Ref.[8] and ap

plied here in the diagonal approximation to the quantities K1(~'i' ~i I ~i~'i'). 
Taking into account the Pauli principle ~eads to a renormalization of the -

interaction matrix element u;;:;(Ji) = < QJi I H I [Qti,Qt,i,]J'> by 

the values KI (~iA'i') and to a shift of the two-phonon poles by the val~es 

~ 

2 

~ 

... 

.tlw1(~1i1 ~2 i2). TheexactexpressionsforK1 (~'i'~i I ~iA'i')and.tlw1(~tit ~2i2) 
can be fouitd in Ref.[S] and for u~;f; (J i) in Ref.[9]. 

The equations for the excited state energy 1JJv and the wave function struc

ture coefficients are obtained by means of a variational procedure taking into 

account (3) 

6 { < 'lt"(J M) I H I 'lt"(J M) > -TJJv < 'lt"(J M) I 'lt"(J M) >} = 0 • (4) 

The system of equations reads [7] 

(WJi -TJJv)Ri(Jv)- L P~;f;(Jv)U~;f;(Ji)K1 (~tit ~2i2) = 0 
>.,it .).2i2 

(w>.,it + W.).2h + .tlw1(~tit ~2i2) -TJJv)P;;f;(Jv)- ~ L u;;f;(Ji')Rir(Jv) ., . -

-3 T, , . (Jv)U"., (~ttdC>.,(~1 t1 , ~2t 2 , ~2t2) = 0 L 
.).~ i~ .).~ i~ .).~ i~ • J I ·I I •I • 

AI "2 '2 "2'2 

>.~i~ .).~i; 

• I I ·I I ·I I ·I .).~ i~ .).~ i; 
(w>.'i' + W>.'i' + W>.'i' + ilw (~1~1.~2~2• ~a1a) -TJJv)TI >.' ·• (Jv) 

1 1 2 2 3 3 3
1

3 . 

L I i~' .).~i~ •II -J •II I ·I - P".,(Jv)U"., (ItdK (It1 ~3t3 ) = 0, 
A3'l3 A2l2 

(5) 
·II ., 

where 

A I ( 'I •I 'I •I 'I ·I ) A I ( 'I •I 'I •/ ) . A I ( 'I •I 'I •/ ) A I<' 'I •I 'I •I ) uW A
1
t

1
,A2t2,A3 t3 = uW Atll A2t2 + uW Attl A3t3 + UW A2 t 2 A3t 3 • 

H we neglect the ground state correlations only on~ pf ( r) and two-phonon 

p{i>.'i' ( r) densities will contribute to the transition density of the excited state 

(2): 
J ~ J ~ >.'i' J Pv(r) = ~ Ri(Jv) Pi (r) + ~ P>.i (Jv) P>.i>.'i'(r) · 

.).i .).'i' 

(6) 

The explicit expressions for pf(r) and p{i>.'i'(r) can be found in Ref.[10]. 
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The calcul~tions have been performed for the nonmagic isotope 142Ce and 

half-magic isotope 142 N d. The first isotope was chosen for the following rea

sons. At first, the interaction .of modes with different number of phonon oper

ators in the wave function (2) is strong enough to believe that three-phonon 

components will contribute to the structure of low-lying ~tates. On the other 

hand, it is not very strong that allows u~ to cut the wave function of excited 

states on the three-phonon terms. And the third reason is that there are ex

perimental data obtained in the (e,e') reaction [3]. The calculations in 142Nd 

have been performed in order. to see how the results of paper' [5] would change 

if we take into account three-phonon terms. We truncate the phonon space in 

our calculations as follows. The first six one-phonon states for the first term 

of the wave function (2), twenty two-phonon components with the largest ma

trix elements u~;f;(Ji) (.A"' are taken to be 1-, 2+, 3-, '4+, 5-, 6+) and fifty 

three-phonon components from the energy range E, = 0-6.5 MeV are taken 

into account. The parameters of the residual interaction have been chosen 

to reproduce the experimental position and B(E.A) values of the lowest state 

for each .A"' in the calculations with the wave function (2). To see the role 

of the three-phonon terms in {2) calculations without these terms have been 

performed with the same set of parameters. 

Consider low-lying 2+ states in 142Ce. The first 2+ state has the excitation 

energy E, = .62 MeV and B( E2 l) = 4.2·103 e2 
• fm4 • The main contribution 

{74%) to its structure comes from the first one-phonon term CJ~+t• the other 

components with a visibl~ cohtrib~tion to (3) are [Q~+-t Qf+
1
h+ :..:.:._ 11% and 

· [QI-1 QI-1h+ - 2%. If ~e neglect the three-phonon terms in {2) the first 2+ 

state lies a little higher at E, = . 7~ Me~ and the changes in the structure 

are not significant: 81% comes from Q~+l' 7%- from [Q~+ 1 Qf+1h+ and 2% 

-from [QI_1 QI_1Ja+. A little increase in the Q~+l component contribution 

leads to a little increase in the B{E2) value ( 4.5 · 103 e2 ·. fm4 ) .and in the 

amplitude of the charge transition density which we tried to plot in the left 

part of Fig. by the dashed curve; 
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Figure: Charge transition densities of the 2t, 2t, 11 states in 142Ce calculated 

with the wave function {2)~ 

The main contribution to the structure of the second 2+ state comes from 

the two-phonon component [Q~+ 1 Qt+th+ - 51%, but the B{E2) = 2.1 · 

102 e2 · fm4 value and the shape of the charge transition density is determined 

mainly by th~ contribution of weak one-phonon cmnponents (25% from.Q~+2 
and 2% fr~m Qt+ 5 ). To demonstrate this statement we plot by the da~hed 
c~ve in the central part of Fig. the contribution t~ the full density coxclng 

fro.~ P[·~+Q~, 1 (r). We have to point ~ut that the two-phonon pole (w2+1 + 
2+1 2+12+ . . . . . 

w2+t) lies at energy 2.8 MeV and alarge contribution of the two-phonon term 

[Q~+ 1Qt+ 1h+ to the second 2+ state i~ c~used by th~ interaction with !the 

three~~honon components ~f the wave function (2). This second 2+ state has 

the excitation energy l.G5 MeV which is very close to .the expe~imental one 

E:z: = ~.54 MeV [11]. If we neglect three-phonon components the contribution 

fromthe component [Q~+ 1Q~+~h+ to the structure 'or the second 2+ state is 

much less, only 12% {the ~ain component -beco~e~ the one-pho11on Q~+ 2 
component- 80%). 

Anothe! interesting example of the role of the three-pho~on terms is the 

first 1- state. Since the first one-phonon 1- component has the excitation 
~ \ ' 

energy 7.3 MeV, the main contribution to its structure comes from the two-
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Table: Excitation energies and B(E2j values for the low-lying 2+ in ~42 N d cal

culated without the three-phonon terms (2ph)andwith them (3ph) compared 

with the experimental data from Ref.[5] 
. 

2ph 3ph Experiment 

E.,, B(E2), E.,, B(E2), E.,, B(E2), 

ll MeV e2. fm4 MeV e2. fm4 MeV e2. fm4 

1 1.58 5220 1.58 5210 1.58 2806 

2 2.46 167 2.46 166 2.39 230 

3 2.53 62 2.53 52 2.55(?) 

4 3.05 862 3.04 836 2.85 452 

5 3.73 53 3.53 81 
- ---- I 

phonon term [Qt+ 1Qt-1h-, as was shown in Ref.[12]. This two-phonon com

ponent lies too high at E.,= 4.1 MeV; but due to the interaction with-the 

three-phonon terms the first 1- state appears at E., = 2.3 MeV, close to the 

experimental value [3]. It has B(E1) = 0.034 e2 • fm2 and the main com

ponents are [Qt+ 1Qt-1h- - 65% and [[Qt+ 1Qt_1Ja-Qt+1h- - 21%. The 

charge transition of this state is presented in the right part of Fig. 

If we turn now to half-magic or magic isotopes, the role of the three

phonon terms in forming the low-lying state structure will be different. In 

these isotopes the matrix elements u~;f; ( J i) are much smaller and practically 

no changes in the structure of the low-lying states appear due to the three

phonon term:s. This is clearly seen from the Table where excitation energies 

and B(E2) values in 142 N dare presented. 

Concluding, we would like to point out that the three-phonon terms in the 

wave function of excited low-lying states will be important for the description 

of the two-phonon multiplet splitting in nonmagic isotopes. 
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